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Dipl.ing, Zoltan Kiss – Area Sales Manager EEU - Endrich
Bauelemente Vertriebs GmbH
One year ago we introduced our first Touch Display
Computers appearing in our delivery program, which are
slim, attractive Panel PCs offering all-in-one human interface solution in many industrial applications. Today we
have further developments to write about, a new generation of these PCs appeared with enhanced features, like
new board support package, higher processing power and
better connectivity to users hardware environment.
DLOGICs panel PCS are not any more just smart displays.
These devices are designed for rapid implementation
into industrial equipment, appliances, vending machines,
marine, trucking, healthcare devices and are suitable for
indoor, outdoor and harsh environments. DLOGIC Touch
Display Computers integrate a color display, a projected
capacitive touch sensor and an embedded computer into
a stainless-steel housing with an aluminum frame creating
a solid, rugged assembly protecting the sensitive parts.
They come with many standard interfaces and are configured with Linux ready for loading and running the applications. The Touch Display Computer provide a cost effective and fast track to equip end users product with stateof-the-art touch-based user interfaces and enhanced embedded computing power.

These Touch Display Computers ready for simple integration into the end-product, therefore provide fast timeto-market. As the supply is guaranteed for more than 7
years, there is a low development risk.
The display quality is guaranteed by the Ultra-wide angle TFT LCD display with high brightness LED backlight
and optically bonded optional safety glass.
The slim metal housing makes them elegant, the range
of high reliability standard interfaces offer technical advantages.
The Software Board Support Package includes HTML5,
JAVA, QT, 2D, 3D Graphics and Video Playback features
The design is supported by a highly skilled engineering
team.
The DLogic Touch Display Computer hardware and software environment is optimized for quick adaptation and
customization to specific product requirements. To get
started we recommend to purchase one of the standard
development kits, which are available in all sizes and provide all of the out of the box hardware and software tools
required to get development going within hours.
Should users need a support, the in-house engineering
team provides this during the entire engineering process.
If the standard Touch Display Computers do not offer a
required feature, we may provide customized solutions tai-

lored for the application needs. Typical customizations include special housing and mounting solutions, display and
touch panel alterations, additional external interfaces, software board support enhancements and software application development including graphical user interface (GUI)
design.
The DLogic Touch Display Computers are available in
two major series in various sizes: the i models are
equipped with NXP / Freescale Industrial i.MX6ULL Cortex A7 ARM microprocessors and the more enhanced x
families are organized around the NXP / Freescale Automotive i.MX6DL Dual Core Cortex A9. Both offer 1GB
DDR3L SDRAM, 2MB NOR Flash and different sizes of
e.MMC flash drives. Detailed feature list are available upon
request. Endrichs main projects up to now are usually
industrial Human-Machine-Interface products, such as
control units, vending machines. However harsh environments, such as laboratory, food-processing, truck and
marine related applications as well as healthcare and medical appliances also require these rugged solutions.
In case of interest, please contact us at
bulgaria@endrich.com

Zoltan Kiss
Sales manager - Eastern Europe
e-mail: z.kiss@endrich.com
south-east european
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New generation of Dlogic industrial touch computers
at Endrich Bauelemente Vertriebs GmbH

SEE ELECTRONICS

Mix and math
A method for RGBA color mixing using Bluetooth® low energy communications
Fig. 2: CIE 1931 color space with RGBA LED color gamut

Namrata Dalvi, Microchip Technology
Controlling the color balance of light-emitting diodes (LEDs) accurately and wirelessly
can be achieved using an 8-bit microcontroller and a Bluetooth® 4.1 low energy module
to control the red, green, blue, alpha (RGBA) color space. The demonstration board
shown in Fig. 1 has four LEDs  one each of red, green, blue and amber. The brightness
of each of these LEDs is controlled through a pulse-width modulation (PWM) duty cycle.
This can be achieved using Microchips PIC16F1579 microcontroller, which has four
16-bit PWMs that are used to drive the LEDs. The 16-bit PWMs allow for precise control
over the intensity of each color LED and the mixing of different RGBA brightness levels
to create different colors.
Using mTouch® capacitive touch sensing technology enables the operation of two
capacitive touch sliders. The on-board RN4020 Bluetooth module is used for receiving
the PWM values from the Android mobile application or desktop program using Bluetooth low energy communication. The board is powered by a 1.5V AAA battery.

Fig. 3: Interfaces between the Bluetooth low energy
module on the left and the microcontroller

Bluetooth communications

There are two types of Bluetooth devices  Bluetooth classic and Bluetooth low energy. A Bluetooth low energy device can only communicate with another BLE device or
Bluetooth dual-mode device, which has both classic and low energy capabilities. Hence,
the master host device must be BLE or Bluetooth dual-mode to communicate with the
RN4020 module used on the RGBA board. The module complies with the Bluetooth
core v4.1 specification and is controlled by the user through input and output lines and a
UART interface. The UART supports ASCII commands to control or configure the module for any requirement based on the application.

Application software

Fig. 1: RGBA color mixing demonstration board

Lighting

The light produced by the LEDs varies due to several factors. The brightness, measured in lumens, will vary for LEDs of different types, and between LEDs of the same
type. For color LEDs, the specific color measured by the chromaticity values will differ
from one LED to another. Small samples of a particular brand of LEDs were measured to
develop a brightness and chromaticity profile. The values were then used as typical
values in the hardware design and in the softwares chromaticity calculations. This process is called color tuning. The resistor values were fixed so that each color produced
the same number of lumens. The LED series resistors are red 820Ω, blue 400Ω, green
500Ω and amber 500Ω.

Operating modes

There are two modes of operation: the first is hue saturation value plus white (HSVW)
and brightness sliders mode; and the second is chromaticity selector using Bluetooth
low energy. The board initially powers-up in mode one. There are two capacitive touch
sliders on the board, one for color input and the other for controlling the brightness
levels. If the first slider is touched while in slider mode, the color selected on the slider is
output on the LEDs. The selected color is displayed until another input is received. The
brightness of a particular color can be controlled with the other slider.
For the second mode, the color values (PWM) are selected using an Android-based
mobile application or Windows-based desktop application. The respective PWM values
are then sent to the board via a Bluetooth connection. The application uses the CIE
1931 XY chromaticity chart, see Fig. 2.
The exact PWM values for the selected color and brightness levels are computed and
sent to the RGBA board over the Bluetooth connection. The Bluetooth module on the
board then receives the PWM values, which are used by the RGBA board firmware to
display the selected color.
The chromaticity selector application GUI consists of the CIE 1931 xy chromaticity
chart. The CIE 1931 color space shows a wide range of colors in terms of chromaticity
(x) and luminance (y). The color and brightness levels of red, green and blue LEDs
mapped onto the CIE color space define a triangle that encompasses all possible
shades that can be generated by the output of three devices; this is known as the
color gamut.
To obtain a better range of colors, an amber LED has been added. The xy data for the
amber LED are mapped onto the CIE 1931 xy color space. This defines another triangle
between the red, amber and green coordinates. Mixing red, amber and green in different
proportions produces the colors within the color gamut in Fig. 2. The PC GUI and the
Android applications used in this mode implement this color-mixing algorithm to calculate the PWM duty cycle values necessary to produce the desired color.
The chromaticity selector application sends the PWM values over a Bluetooth connection. This connectivity module will be able to communicate with mobile phones and PCs
that contain Bluetooth v4.0 [and higher] transceivers. The module is primarily used for
receiving duty cycle values from master devices that run the chromaticity selector application. The pin-to-pin configuration between the microcontroller and the BLE module is
shown in Fig. 3.

4
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When the board is operating in mode two, the desired LED color is selected from the
chromaticity chart in the chromaticity selector application either from the RGBA color
mixing desktop or Android application. The red, blue, green and amber PWM duty cycles are calculated by the application. Duty cycle values are passed on to the board by a
Bluetooth low energy connection. The desktop application used was developed using
Visual Studio C#.NET. The application follows the MVC principle with various classes.
The RGBA view controller class acts as the GUI or view manager and as the controller
of the application. This class is at the top of the hierarchy responsible for making new
objects of classes and performing dependency injection. It also handles all the GUI
events and calls appropriate methods. The RGBA calculation class is responsible for
finding out if the selected point is either inside the RGB or the RGA triangle or outside of
these triangles, and calculates the duty cycle per color for all LEDs. The matrix 3x3 class
implements all 3x3 matrix math operations such as inverse, determinant, transpose, cofactor and multiply. The Vector 3 class implements a column vector of size three to be
used in matrix maths for the matrix 3x3 class. The RGBA data class is a custom data
type to store the duty cycle values of all colors.
In the wireless communications wrapper class, the interface contains all the methods
required by the wireless communications to implement the RGBA application. This interface can be used by any wireless communications method such as Bluetooth low energy and Bluetooth classic. The Bluetooth low energy communications are done using the
RN4020 PICtail card through RS232 communications by implementing this interface
for the RGBA board. The programmer can make a new class to implement wireless
communications through built-in Bluetooth low energy libraries in Visual Studio or third
party libraries. This interface decouples the implementation of the communications from
the actual controller, so if new communications are implemented, the view controller and
other classes will not change. The RGBA Bluetooth low energy communications via the
RN4020 device class implements the wireless communications wrapper interface for
Bluetooth low energy communications with the RGBA board. The PICtail card is used
and connected to a PC via the UART or RS232 port. The serial communications are
established and commands are sent for Bluetooth low energy communications.
The Bluetooth low energy device information class stores the basic information about
the remote connectivity device - its name, address and supported server service. This
information is used to identify and connect to a remote device. In the search result
delegate class, the delegate services the event from the Bluetooth low energy class
when it finishes the search for devices and the devices are available as a list for the
user. The necessary time for the search operation is ten seconds. With the connection
state change delegate class, the delegate services the event from the Bluetooth low
energy class to determine if the master PICtail card is connected to a remote device or
not and displays the current connection state to the user. The constants class stores all
the constants required for the application, such as RN4020 module commands and
responses, service and characteristic UUIDs and so on.
The Java application class for the Android operating system follows the MVC principle closely as well, using Android activity classes that are structurally similar to the
desktop application. However, the Android application uses the built-in Bluetooth low
energy hardware of the Android phone. The Android operating system provides all the
necessary libraries for Bluetooth low energy communications with all required events
and call backs. The RGBA view activity class is similar to the view controller class on a
desktop except for the GUI controls, which are defined in an XML file instead of a class.

Conclusion

This article has shown how a 16-bit PWM allows for precise control over the intensity
of each LED. The RGBA LED color mixing board described has slider capacitive touch
buttons for color input and brightness control functions. A Bluetooth 4.1 low energy
module was used for communications so the user could send PWM values to the RGBA
board to output the desired color. The color was selected on a chromaticity selector
application on a Windows desktop or on an Android-based phone.
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SEE INTERVIEW

One of the hallmarks of glasstec is its
participants’ outstanding willingness to invest
Birgit Horn,
Director glasstec,
for South-East European Industrial Market magazine

What new features can trade visitors of Glasstec 2018
expect?
The team made a lot forward in the preparation of glasstec 2018 and
created new things to make the trade fair experience even more intensive for all those involved. For example, the renewed conference concept comes along with new content and offers an additional benefit for all
visitor target groups. All conferences are now bundled under one roof
and in one hall under the title glasstec conference. Right next to it, you
will find the special show glass technology live. For the first time since
20 years, it is organized by a university network. The technical universities of Darmstadt, Delft, Dresden and Dortmund will present the hub @
glasstec. The new conceptual team will present the bandwidth of subjects which cuts across industries, showing forward-looking exhibits, new
technologies and glass applications. It will showcase solutions in interactive façades and display glass, energy and performance, structural glass:
solid glass and thin glass and of course new technologies.
In the craft sector, we have also launched a new event: the glasstec
challenge. Apprentices from the 3rd year of training will compete under
competitive conditions during the fair and produce various exhibits at the
participatory stations.
Hall 10 will house the START-UP-ZONE for the first time. Here young,
international companies will be given the opportunity to present their
ideas to a high-calibre expert audience, make contacts, start networks
and meet a large number of decision-makers who made up 86% of all
visitors in 2016. One of the hallmarks of glasstec is its participants outstanding willingness to invest. We are very pleased to be able to welcome 16 companies from 10 countries (Norway, Finland, India, Italy,
Switzerland, Lituania, Austria, Netherlands, Germany, Taiwan) to the
START-UP-ZONE at glasstec 2018.
Which of the events from the supporting programme of
the fair do you think will be the most interesting for Bulgarian visitors and why?
Bulgaria certainly has several unique aspects as far glass is concerned
but glasstec appeals to everyone who works professionally with glass.
There will be an unparalleled supporting program which will bring up all
the relevant topics for all target groups and sectors. The technology conference function meets glass (at CCD East) will be the kick-off event on
the Monday before the start of the trade fair. The conference will focus
manufacturing and processing of functional glass and the areas of application. The Tuesday programme will be all about glass melting and emissions, presented by two partners: the Research Association of the German Glass Industry (HVG-DGG), the Technical Glass Society of Germany (DGG). This year the Federal Association of the German Glass Industry (BV Glas) is devoting itself to the topic of environmental and climate
policy in Germany and the EU. Crosslinked production and new technologies will be presented on Wednesday by the German Machinery & Plant
Manufacturers Association (VDMA). The new event Daylight by EuroWindoor will take place for the first time on Wednesday, too. In terms
6
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of content, it deals with news on the basics and planning of daylight use
in buildings. Thursday morning will feature the International Architecture
Congress, with speakers from prestigious architectural studios presenting their glass projects and designs. This years Architecture Congress is
entitled Perspectives - New Architecture with Glass. The International
Architecture Congress (at CCD East) is run by the North Rhine Westphalian Chamber of Architects. Throughout glasstec there will also be an
academic conference called engineered transparency, with a programme focused entirely on research. On Thursday and Friday, international researchers will be discussing developments in structural glass
engineering. You can check out and download the conference programme at www.glasstec-online.com.
glasstec Preview made its debut this year. What benefits
did the new networking platform bring to the participants?
glasstec Preview offers the participating companies the opportunity to
personally present their company and its news to the trade press. Innovations and new products can thus be included in the pre-reporting of
trade magazines even before the trade fair. The great thing about this
format is that the exhibitors have enough time to provide professional
and in-depth insights. This was also confirmed to us personally. Maintaining contacts is an additional added value for exhibitors and journalists. There is usually not enough time for this at the trade fair itself.

south-east european
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SEE NEWS
LiSEC to present several product
innovations at glasstec 2018

Our plant in Zrenjanin, Serbia
brings local service to
SEE manufacturers
Eric Laurent, Sales and Marketing Director at Essex Europe,
for South-East European Industrial Market magazine

Source: LiSEC

LiSEC is planning to present several product
innovations at the upcoming exhibition glasstec
2018. The company will focus on the areas of glass
cutting, glass processing, flat glass lamination, and
insulating glass production. „In 2016, we were able
to greet 7000 visitors to our booth; this year, we
clearly raised the bar and increased our goal for
the number of visitors and qualified leads,“ explains
Filip Miermans, Head of Marketing and Corporate
Communications at LiSEC.
This year, LiSEC announces the showcase of all
systems featuring the new machine design that was
presented in 2016. Additional area for GLASTRONiC is also planned - a member of the LiSEC Group,
specialized in purchasing and selling used LiSEC
machines which, depending on customer needs,
are also refurbished. The company has its headquarters in Hungary, and it also produces glass
racks, which will also presented.
Among the products to be presented at glasstec
are: High-performance machine for automatically
cutting flat glass (SprintCut); High-performance machine for automatically cutting laminated glass
(VSL-A37/33); Flat glass processing line with water
jet technology (SplitFin: EPS & MRX-B Water Jet);
Laminating machine featuring a high-pressure autoclave (ConvectLam 2); Automatic butyl extruder
for solid spacers (LBH-B25ARS); Bending machine
for „sharp“ corners (BSV-B45NK).

Herz Armaturen focusing on its
production near Ljubljana

Could you tell us what differentiates
Essex from the other winding wire producers in Europe?
Essex Europe is the European division of Superior Essex, company based in Atlanta USA whose
facilities are located in 9 countries including Canada, Mexico, China, Malaysia, Germany, Italy, UK
and starting from November 2018 in Serbia as well.
More and more customers have a global presence
and Superior Essex is the only magnet wire producer able to supply them with a local presence
and the same quality whatever the Essex location.
Furthermore, we have formed a specific Automotive business Unit to answer the growing need of
magnet wire in the electrical vehicles and propose
to our automotive customers a dedicated organization and new technical solutions. Finally, Superior
Essex innovation center based, in Fort Wayne,
USA, brings innovative solutions for all our customers around the globe.

Source: Herz

The Slovenian manufacturer of faucets and valves
Herz, part of the global company Herz Armaturen,
started constructing a new 5000-square-meter factory. The local division, based near Ljubljana, announced it was investing four million euro in the new
production facility. The expansion of the company’s
operations in Slovenia, who is currently employing
270 workers, is planned to open 70 to 100 new jobs.
The aim of the investment is to make it possible for
Herz to double its production capacity.
Herz was established in 2016 after the merger
of the local Unitas and Kovina. It is focusing on the
further development of its business in Slovenia due
to a rise in orders, the company’s CEO Damir Rutar
recently announced in front of local media.
More than half of the new facility’s floor area
will be used for production purposes and the rest –
for storage. The company expects to be able to
start the production of ball valves and faucets in
the new manufacturing plant in September 2018.
8
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Earlier this year the company started
the construction of its first facility in the
SEE region. What factors contributed to
choosing Zrenjanin, Serbia as a location?
In order to follow its customers base developing
production capacities in SEE and preparing the development of winding wire usage thanks to the vehicles electrification trend, Essex decided to expand
its business. We have decided to invest in Serbia,
taking into account its extraordinary geographic location and a broad base of qualified personnel. This
location helps us to compliment the Essex Europe
plants in Germany and Italy plus brings local service to nearby manufacturers of electric motors for
all industries including automotive.
Essex Europe operates 4 other European plants. What will be the main focus

of the production in the new Serbian
facility and what technologies will be
utilized?
The facility in Zrenjanin will occupy 15 000 sq. m
and its production will be focused on the round wire
enameled copper wires. Same as the other European facilities, the plant will be equipped with stateof-the-art equipment. Modern gear and implementation of Industry 4.0 process will enable us to fulfill
highest standards in term of quality. In addition, we
remain committed to the sustainable development
so the factory hall in Zrenjanin will be one of the
most energy-efficient plants in Serbia thanks to the
optimization of the production process in accordance with the advanced practices in this field.
Essex is globally known as an innovator.
What is needed to achieve constant
technological progress and place innovative products on the market?
One of the challenges we face daily is to develop
new products that meet the needs of our clients in
every aspect. That is why our technicians, engineers and line operators work with them very closely. The results are customized solutions, based on
85 years of expertise, knowledge, and modern
technology. The new innovation center, based in
Fort Wayne USA, is also a strong support for the
local R&D team, based in Europe for example.
What are your observations on the automotive market in the SEE region and in
particular – the electric car industry?
By 2040 more than 50% cars sold at global level
will be electrical. SEE region is no exception to this
rule. This region is known as strong automotive
area. Slovakia, Czech Republic and Hungary stand
out in particular, so our customers coming from
these countries are already very pleased to know
that we are opening factory in Serbia.

SEE EXHIBITIONS

The main technical fair in Romania TIB
will present inventions and innovations
This year Romexpo will host TIB 2018 in one of the
new exhibition areas Pavilion B1. Pavilion B1 is the
ideal location for hosting international fairs and exhibitions with its total area of 11 905 square meters.
The TIB will take place on 4 days from Wednesday,
10 October to Saturday, 13 October 2018 in Bucharest.
The exhibition includes conferences, seminars, workshops and film screenings. In 2017, TIB gathered 143
exhibiting companies from 15 countries: Belgium, Bulgaria, China, England, France, Germany and others.
The TIB was first organized in 1970 and since 1993
it has been internationally certified by the Global Association of the Exhibitions Industry UFI, being included among the most important technical fairs at international level.
TIB - Bucharest International Technical Fair - at
Romexpo is the main technical fair in Romania. The
fields represented at TIB are mechanical engineering,
electrics, electronics, automation, communications
and industrial IT, chemistry and petrochemistry, industry services, metallurgy and welding, transport, storage and much more. At this exhibition, dedicated to
industrial technology and equipment, the companies
will have the opportunity to present: laser technolo-

Source: TIB

Source: TIB

gies, robotics, machine tools and multifunctional industrial machines, products with innovative design,
pumps, compressors and hydraulic equipment, IT
products and software.
This year's edition will take place in the same period
with Inventika (International Inventions, Scientific Research and New Technologies Trade Show). The inventions could cover a large area such as: mechanics, metallurgy, electronics, environment protection,
construction, interior design, medicine, agriculture, optics and photography, household devices, children articles or leisure products. Inventika will have an inter-

national jury for the inventions exhibited and will be
accompanied by a wide range of conferences, workshops, round tables and presentations held during the
period of the exhibition.
The platform will present inventions and innovations
in order to achieve communication between inventors
and potential partners and investors. Inventors here
have the opportunity to meet with representatives of
well-known national and international companies. The
event provides the perfect setting for networking and
communication between inventors and potential investors.

Greece’s packaging exhibition Syskevasia
returns with new exhibit categories
Syskevasia 2018, the 16th International Exhibition
of Packaging, Machines, Printing & Logistics will be
held again at Metropolitan Expo, at 12-15 October this
year. The organizers announced that the event will be
accompanied with new innovations and it will be export oriented and with a celebration mood because
of its 30-year presence on the Greek market. Last
completion of Syskevasia exhibition in 2016 took place
at the same place and was conducted with great success as 240 exhibitors and 1500 visitors were present.
In its 2018 edition are included some new exhibit
categories  in the fields of winery/distillery, logistics
and labeling. This time Syskevasia will be organized
in the same period as the Plastica 2018 exhibition 
the 10th International Exhibition of Plastics, Machines,
Moulds & Recycling but in different halls. Plastica 2018
is also expected to attract the interest from professional exhibitors and visitors.
The exhibitions will include interesting day-conferences and speeches, which speeches will take place
in special conference halls inside the exhibition area.
At this exhibition the companies will have the opportunity to present their products in two sections  materials and equipment.
Moreover, for the first time, this year the organizers
will implement a Hosted Buyers program from specific countries in order to increase the attendance of
foreign visitors and to enhance business-wise the
Greek exhibitors in the field of exports. The exhibitors
will have the ability to book business meetings during
the Exhibitions either in their stand or in a separate
meeting room through the exhibitions electronic platform from the webpage. Participants in the event will
be companies from Balkan countries, Europe, Turkey,
Cyprus, UAE, Israel and Egypt.
Hall 3 of the exhibition will host: Packaging machines
and systems; Robotic systems; Printing machines for
digital printing, offset, silkscreen, gold printing, etc;

Processing and standardization machines for food,
drinks, drugs, cosmetics, chemicals; Cooling, ventilating and air conditioning machines; Recycling machines for paper, glass, aluminum and tin; Complementary equipment such as air-compressors, pumps,
valves and piping; Balances and scales of industrial,
wholesale and retail use; Instruments for quality control, measurement, automations, laboratories; Transmission of motion systems; CIP cleaning systems; Industrial flooring.
Hall 2 will be dedicated to: Raw and semi processed
materials for packaging products; Paper, glass, plastic, metallic, fabric and wood packaging for industrial,
agricultural, storage and consumer uses; Ecological,
custom-made, export and advertising packages and
stands; Chemicals, colors, inks and other printing materials; Nanotechnology of packaging materials; Software systems, barcodes, RFID, etc.; Packaging services: company associations, scientific unions, printed and electronic, journals, environmental entities, internet knobs, banks, insurance companies, embassies
and chambers of commerce; Packaging supplements
such as labels, tapes, stirrups, ribbons, wrapping papers, cords, wires, felizol, polystyrene, etc.; Metallic
and plastic tanks and containers for olive oil, wine,
honey, milk, water, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, biological cleaning, etc.; Recycling buckets;
Design and artwork for new packaging.
Additionally, there will be several special exhibit categories. The first one, Equipment, Raw, Semi-Finished And Finished Wine And Drinês Materials, will
include exhibits related to processing, standardization,
bottling and packaging machines, wine-press units,
crushing, pressing and separating machines, ovens,
pasteurizers and heat converters, distilleries, distillation flasks, stills, wine makers, vinegar makers and
condensers, pumps, pumping systems and filters,
conveying and weighting systems, automations,

Source: Syskevasia

Source: Syskevasia

Source: Syskevasia

cleaning and washing machines, cooling machines,
waste systems, quality control systems for wine and
drinks laboratories, stainless sheel tanks and barrels,
industrial floors, wine and drink accessories and others. The second main category will be Logistics and
it will present warehouse equipment like forklifts, carriages, lifts, conveying systems, containers, shelves
and shelving systems, storage cooling systems, etc.,
as well as storehouse services - logistics centers,
packing houses, repacking houses, land, sea and air
transport companies, couriers, insurance, distribution
and freight forwarding companies, informatics and
telematics systems for warehouses and stores.
south-east european
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SEE Business
Winbond introduces blazing fast 1Gbit serial NAND flash
IC for automotive market
Winbond Electronics Corporation, a leading global supplier of semiconductor memory solutions, has announced the introduction of a High-Performance Serial NAND Flash memory IC. The company introduces a
new W25N01JW NAND Flash IC which offers reliable, lower-cost alternative to SPI NOR Flash in 1Gbit and 2Gbit capacities for automotive
displays and instrument clusters.
The new High-Performance Serial NAND technology offers a new high
data-transfer rate of 83 MB/s via a Quad Serial Peripheral Interface
(QSPI) and also supports a two-chip dual quad interface which gives a
maximum data transfer rate of 166 MB/s. By raising the data transfer rate
of its serial NAND technology to 83 MB/s  matching the read speed of
automotive SPI NOR Flash  Winbond has ensured that the W25N01JW
can support fast boot operation and the demanding requirements of sophisticated graphics applications.

Source: TAITRA

The new W25N01JW chip can replace SPI NOR Flash memory in automotive applications such as data storage for instrument clusters or the
Center Information Display (CID) because new flashs high-speed Read
operation is four times faster than the speeds that current serial NAND
memory devices.
The advantages of new NAND Flash are important for automotive

10
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Source: Dreamstime

OEMs. The adoption of more sophisticated graphics displays in the instrument cluster, and larger display sizes of 7" and above in the CID, is
increasing system memory requirements to capacities of 1Gbit and higher and new W25N01JW NAND Flash IC can provide it.
Other advantages of new serial NAND Flash are lower unit cost and a
smaller board area per Mbit of storage capacity.
The high read speed of SPI NOR Flash supports the fast boot requirements of automotive user interfaces, and high reliability and long data
retention. All this make it the preferred memory technology in automotive
displays for many years.
Turkish acrylic producer Aksa Akrilik receives financing
to boost energy efficiency
The Turkish acrylic producer Aksa Akrilik will be financed with a multicurrency financing package worth almost USD 95 million with a sevenyear maturity by the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD). This is EBRDs fourth loan to Aksa.
The company is the worlds greatest producer of acrylic fiber with the
investments it has made and the innovations it has introduced over the
years. Aksa is now a global giant with approximately 300 customers
across 5 continents. With more than 1200 employees, Aksa is the worlds

New financing for Bulgaria’s Biomashinostroene
The EBRD will finance Bulgarian Biomashinostroene with EUR 4,5 million loan. The company will invest the funds to expand its operations.
Biomashinostroene is a leading Bulgarian manufacturer specialized in
design and production of technological equipment for the food-processing, pharmaceutical and chemical industries. The main products in Biomashinostroenes range are tanks, apparatuses, and tube-in-tube heatexchangers made of stainless steel. Biomashinostroene exports more
than 90 percent of its products to over 20 countries in the European
Union and the Middle East. It supplies the worlds largest engineering
companies such as Tetra Pak and GEA and top multinational food companies such as Nestle and Ferrero.
Biomashinostroene is boosting its manufacturing and storage capacity with the loan. The company is investing in three new assembly
workshops and warehouses in order to meet the growing demand for
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largest and Turkeys only acrylic fiber producer with a capacity of 315
000 tons per year. Aksas fibres and filaments are woven into synthetic
fibre cloth, blankets, carpets and knitted wear and are sold domestically
and abroad.
The loan will finance the development of new products and will enhance energy and resource efficiency at Aksas production plant in Yalova, in north-western Turkey. The financing will support an ambitious investment programme to boost the companys overall competitiveness at
home and abroad.
The new financing comes under the A/B loan structure and includes
USD 50 million on the Banks own account (provided in US dollars and
Euros) and EUR 30 million and USD 10 million syndicated to ING and
the Bank of Bahrain and Kuwait, respectively.
The EBRD is a major investor in Turkey. Since 2009 it has invested
EUR 10 billion in various sectors of the Turkish economy, with almost all
investment in the private sector. In 2017 alone, the bank invested EUR
1,6 billion in 51 projects, signifying EBRDs commitment to mobilizing
foreign financing to the Turkish economy. It also marks the first transaction with the bank of Bahrain and Kuwait, or BBK, and a strengthening of
cooperation with ING Group, one of the EBRDs largest co-financiers.
Enhancing the competitiveness of Turkeys major industrial players
such as Aksa, especially through greater resource efficiency, is among
the EBRDs priorities in the country.

Source: Biomashinostroene

its machinery. The loan will help optimize the manufacturing process
and enable simultaneous work on several orders of large, complex
equipment. With new companys investment programme, production
and sales are expected to increase by 50 per cent over the next six
years.
We have seen Biomashinostroene develop from a state-owned enterprise, specializing in manufacturing of biotechnology equipment, to a
modern privately owned company offering cutting-edge technology to
global players in the food and pharmaceutical industries. Our previous
loan to the company has delivered excellent results and it is with great
pleasure that we provide new financing to further boost this exemplary
exporter, according to EBRDs President Suma Chakrabarti.
President Chakrabarti also welcomed Biomashinostroene to the
EBRDs Blue Ribbon programme. The programme combines business advice and finance for companies that stand out for their market leadership and high-growth potential. It currently includes 24 companies in 15 countries where the Bank invests. Biomashinostroene is
the first Bulgarian company to join the programme, thanks to the
firms solid business strategy, strong management and high quality
of output.
The EBRD is a leading institutional investor in Bulgaria. It focuses on
enhancing the competitiveness of the private sector, strengthening the
financial sector and narrowing the infrastructure gap. To date the Bank
has invested EUR 3,7 billion in 248 investment projects in the country.
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Metal Processing in Bosnia and Herzegovina
and Serbia
SERBIA
The Serbian metal industry has a long tradition and is
still currently one of the most important sectors of countrys economy. Nearly 5000 business companies are
active in the Serbian metal processing sector, which
represents 5,5% of the total number of Serbian companies. Nearly 11% of the total number of the Serbian
employees is engaged in this sector. The metallurgical
and mining sectors comprise of a total number of 736
companies that engage nearly 25 000 employees,
states a report published by the Regional Development
Agency Eastern Serbia (RARIS). Historically, the metal industry has been very export-oriented and opened
to collaboration with foreign companies. Serbian metal
processing workers are highly skilled and trained to
meet with the European market standards, and at the
same time labour cost is one of the lowest registered
within the Serbian industry.
The metal processing industry is mainly located in
the Lower Danube regions, namely Eastern Serbia,
outlines the industry report done by RARIS. Manufacturing, especially processing of aluminum and copper,
and the production of final products made of these metals are significant competitive advantages of Serbia.
The installed processing capacities significantly exceed
the domestic raw material inputs. These facilities are
used for processing of significant amounts of foreign
raw materials.
In terms of export  as already mentioned the Serbian metal processing industry is very export-oriented.
Its products are most exported to the markets of Austria, Germany, Italy, Bulgaria, Romania, Netherlands.
Additionally, the metal/mechanical sector also accounts for significant imports of Italian packaging machines and food processing lines. According to forecasts, this industry will continue to offer interesting opportunities for foreign investments and collaborations.
Iron and steel production within the metal processing
industry is related to steelworks US Steel Serbia in
Smederevo, which is an integrated factory with a technological process starting from raw materials (iron ore,
coke and limestone) and finishing with hot rolled strip
and/or cold rolled sheets, at one location. Its annual
production amounts to about 2 million of tons of final

Source: Dreamstime

products (steel sheet and strip). Some of the production is covered by the production of crude iron in both
blast furnaces and crude steel in converters, while the
rest is from other factories.
As the heart of the countrys metal processing industry, Eastern Serbia is characterized by a dominance of
capital-intensive capacities of mining, metal smelting,
energy generating and industrial sectors: manufacturing and processing of copper ore, production of nonmetals, electric power generation, coal production, and
production of construction materials.
The backbone of the Eastern Serbia metal processing
industry represents the exploitation and processing of
mineral resources, states the market report by RARIS.
Continuing to today, there are significant mineral resources and reserves in the region. Some of the most
important are considered to be the deposits of copper
and gold, but there are deposits and numerous occurrences of ores of other metals, such as lead, zinc and
others recorded. Confirmed geological ore reserves
amount to 1,38 billion tonnes of ore containing approxi-

Source: Dreamstime
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mately 5,1 million tons of copper, 202 tons of gold and
1477 tons of silver. Copper production for the next 50
years is confirmed based on existing resources with an
average annual production of 26 million tons of ore.
Regarding foreign investment and industrial cooperation Serbia has a number of advantages, among
which is the fact that investing in the countrys metal/
mechanical industry means acquiring some very important economical benefits such as low labor costs
(for medium skilled labour especially) and low transport costs thanks to the geographic proximity of Italy
and Serbia. Investing in Serbian production additionally allows an access to a fast growing local market with
a strong and growing request for machineries, and provides the investor with further access to various other
markets holding preferential trade agreements with
Serbia. A lot of opportunities are available especially in
the field of subcontracting agreements when it comes
to industrial collaborations. Factors such as the high
credit cost, obsolete machineries and lack of westernstyle management and sales skills are some of the
main reasons why local companies tend to welcome
subcontracting agreements.
The companies that comprise the metal processing
industry also share some common characteristics.
These include, but are not limited to: Fairly large facilities, because they were constructed to meet the needs
of the former Yugoslav republics and its export; An increased competitiveness achieved by improving the
technical quality of products and reducing production
costs or prices of final products, activities of marketing
services in enterprises are required; Current utilization
of the facilities is about 30% of available capacities,
primarily due to lack of working capital for purchase of
raw materials and spare parts for continuous production, as well as the reduced market share caused by
weak investments in the country; For continuous production, financing for current production activities, and
overhauling of existing machines in order to improve
the operational readiness to the level of 80% capacity
is to be provided.
Listed below are some of the biggest companies in
the Serbian metal processing sector, as described by
their respective official websites.

ATB FOD
ATB FOD first started its operation as far back as
1903 when exploitation of copper ore started in Bor.
Setting up smelting aggregates and first flotation and
copper electrolysis facilities lead to forming of suitable
maintenance departments and central workshops of
the Bor mine.

Source: ATB

Until 1970 FOD Bor had been involved in maintenance, production of spare parts and carrying out investment works. Then, the basic concept of scope and
development of FOD was set. In that period, FOD had
developed and started producing process equipment
for application in raw material processing, such as flotation machines, hydro cyclones, horizontal and vertical hydro mixture transportation pumps, variable speed
fluid couplings, also mining equipment such as conveyers for piece materials and powder materials, vibro
screens, pit wagons, and pneumatic and hydraulic drilling machines.
Dam-Mont
Dam-Mont is a Serbian manufacturer of machines
and equipment for the power, mining and process industries. The company was founded on July 7th 1990
in Dvoriste near Despotovac. Its main activity is the
manufacturing of machines and steel structures. The
company has established itself in the production of
equipment and machines for the energetic, mining and
process industry.
In 1996 Dam-Mont began the production and delivery of different types of light and heavy steel structures
mainly for the German market, which later became one
of the main turnover generating activities. Within the
period from 1996 to 2002, over 14 thousand tonnes of
different types of steel structures were produced and
delivered for the German market.
In 2004 the company successfully implemented three
new product lines: Manufacturing of machines and
maintenance services for the mining industry; Manufacturing of machine assemblies for the metallurgical

and safety at work. Product quality is controlled from
the entrance of the main raw material (copper cathodes) until shipment of finished products with constant
investment in test equipment and the same level of
confidence.

Source: Dam-Mont

industry; Manufacturing of agricultural transport trailers. In 2007 Dam-Mont acquired Lola, Belgrade, which
consists of two main business units, foundry and manufacturing of process equipment and machinery.
Fabrika bakarnih cevi
FBC Majdanpek is a specialized manufacturer of copper tubes highly ranked throughout Europe. FBC Majdanpek was founded on January 1st 1979 and operated as an integral part of Copper Processing Industry
Zajecar. It has a modern production, specialized for
the manufacture of installation copper tubes for water
and gas in sanitary and heating applications, copper
tubes for industrial and other purposes. The quality
management system is certified by ISO 9001:2015 British Standards Institution.
Our high-quality input materials, state-of-the-art
equipment and the applied copper tube manufacturing
technology (pressing, cold rolling, and extrusion) ensure the top quality of our products.
The production runs under strictly controlled conditions, says the company.
FBC Majdanpek possesses several quality designations: KITEMARK (United Kingdom), NF (France) and
DVGW (Germany), and manufactures copper tubes according to all EU, US and other national standards.
Products manufactured by the industrial company are
used in the following countries: United Kingdom,
France, Canada, Sweden, Germany, Holland, Italy,
Russia, Slovakia, Hungary, Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Serbia, Macedonia, Romania, Bulgaria, Greece, Turkey, Algeria, Egypt, Israel, Iran, and
South Africa.
Grand’d inzenjering
The company was founded in 1990 and has been
constantly evolving to master the technology of copper
processing and copper wire production. It has since
become a leading manufacturer of copper wires of 8,
12, 16 and 20 mm in Serbia.

Rhine Danube – Kladovo
Rhine Danube  Kladovo is located on right bank of
the Danube river, at an artificial lake created between
two river dams - Iron Gate/Djerdap I and Iron Gate/
Djerdap II. The company is majorly owned by the Dutch
firm Gebr. de Jonge.

Source: Rhine Danube

Its strategic position, advantages of river level control
and full range of shipyard equipment enable uninterrupted and quick interventions both on inland and river/
sea vessels. Ship lifting capacity of syncrolift-type slipway is all the way up to 3650 tons, and it can lift vessels up to 140m in length and 22m wide.
Some of the main activities of Shipyard Kladovo are
shipbuilding, ship repairs, ship conversion (especially
single skin river tankers to double skin vessels), overhauling of vessels as well as production of equipment
and objects for both inland shipping and off-shore industries.
Shipyard Kladovo offers extensive experience in
shipbuilding as well as repair, conversion and overhaul
services for various types of watercrafts. A full range of
shipyard equipment and specialized workforce will
swiftly and successfully complete even the most complex of tasks, while maintaining paramount quality of
work, says the company on its corporate website.
RTB Bor Group
Copper Mining - Smelting Complex Bor (RTB Bor) is
the only producer of copper, gold and silver in Serbia.
These metals are stock exchange-traded products and
their quality meets requirements of the domestic and
foreign markets, states the company. Further process-

Source: Grand’d inzenjering

Grand D engineering Pine strives to provide our partners and provide consumers with a quality product in a
professional manner respecting the standards of quality and ecology. Our aim is that in the future we remain
market leaders in the production of copper wire, metallic conductors, cables and profiles, improving sales by
conquering new markets and strengthen relationships
with partners, states the company.
The production capacities of Grand Engineering Bor
are 12 000 tons of copper wire, 5000 tons of flexible
cables, 2500 tons of copper profiles and 5000 tons of
cables. Its production facilities are located in Bor, in
eastern Serbia, 245 km from Belgrade. There are 85
employees who constantly supervise their standard
south-east european
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Almag
Almag is a producer of metal structures, process
equipment and other products related to steel and other materials. It was founded in 2002 in Kladovo. Initially
the company consisted of 10 workers with big ambitions, while today it employs over 150 employees, of
which 30 work in administration and the rest are part of
the production capacity.
Currently, Almag operates on 6000 square meters
and 90% of its products are directed towards export. It
is situated 270 km southeast of Belgrade, near the
Danube River. The company is able to deliver products through the river, which reduces the transportations costs. Its average annual production is about
2500 t.
So far we have successfully cooperated with major
giants such as Siemens, SGS, VAM, and other large
companies who need potential producers who must
meet the quality and speed, writes the companys official website.

SEE INDUSTRY
Source: RTB Bor Group

ing of the metals and copper concentrate is conducted
in RTB Bor.
As the only Serbian producer of copper and precious
metals, RTB is regarded as the most important link in
the copper chain of Serbia and the company that is
world famous for its high quality cathode copper.

Source: RTB Bor Group

As the basis of industry and economy in the country,
the copper business provides the country with several
hundred millions of dollars a year, and RTB Bor, as a
unique system, produces copper ore and with its operations promotes the development of the entire region.
Hence the copper plant with its potentials and abundant natural resources is a strategically important company for the development of the entire Serbian economy, and as a great potential for economic prosperity is
also seen by surrounding states, explains RTB Bor on
its official website.
After decomposing of the holding company RTB Bor
and privatization of its subsidiaries, the company has
operated as a single system with four main production
subsidiaries: Mining and Smelting Combine Bor; Copper Mines Bor; Copper Mine Majdanpek; Bor Copper
Smelter Refinery.
TF Kable FKZ Zajecar
TF Kable Fabrika kablova Zajecar was founded in
1974. The factory was an integral part of the Holding
Company - The Mining and Smelting Combine BOR
Group. Since April 2008 the factory owner has been
Tele-Fonika Kable Sp. from Poland.
The production capacity of the factory is about 20
000 tones of cables and conductors per year. The products meet the requirements of worldwide standards and
norms such as: JUS, IEC, BS, VDE, HD, NFC, GOST,
SS, SABS, BDS.
Our products are exported in large number of countries worldwide. In 1995 TF Kable Fabrika kablova
Zajecar implemented a Quality Management System
in accordance with ISO 9002 standard and in 2006 implemented Environment Management System in accordance with ISO 14001:2004 standard. Now our factory
has a Quality Management System in accordance with
standard ISO 9001:2015, Certificate Number
DAS83378781/1/Q and Environment Management
System in accordance with standard ISO 14001:2015,
Certificate Number DAS93187253/1/E, explained
company representatives.
14
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BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
The metal processing sector of Bosnia and Herzegovina, along with base metal production, has traditionally been the countrys strongest and most successful industry and export sector. The development of the
metal processing sector in BiH has been enabled by
countrys natural endowment with mineral resources
(such as coal, iron ore, bauxite, lead, zinc, copper) as
well as human capital and, to some extent, technology
resources and know-how from the pre-war period (prior to 1992). The sector is fairly large and both includes
ferrous and non-ferrous metal processing, chiefly in
iron and steel, aluminum, lead, zinc and copper. There
also exist technical capacities in sheet metal processing, welding, plasma cutting, bending, machining, aluminum extrusion, castings and forgings.
Metal processing sector accounts for almost onefourth of total manufacturing in BiH and more than one
third of exports. The sector consistently marks positive
trade balance in most of its sub-segments. In addition,
the sector has the potential for significantly increased
sales, exports, and employment. The main export products are aluminum, steel and iron, as well as automotive industry components.
The BiH metal sector has had a production growth
rate of over 10% for the past several years according
to the Foreign Investment Promotion Agency of Bosnia
and Herzegovina. According to the Centre for the Promotion of Imports from developing countries (part of
the Netherlands Enterprise Agency), the BiH metal sector as a whole makes up around 32% of total country
exports, which gives it a strong lead over other top export categories - mineral products (13%), chemical
products (6%), and clothing (6,5%). The local market is
not able to use all those products that are exported due
to a lack of purchasing power.
The industry is one of the most important industrial
sectors of the whole region because of its long tradition, developed advantages at the international market, abundance of production facilities and industrial
zones, skilled labor force, available production capacities, rich mineral resources, increasing number of active and productive metal companies in the country.
Three key value chains in the BiH metal processing
sector are the automotive value chain, the aluminum
joinery value chain, and the construction elements value chain. BiH, as a part of former Yugoslavia, has a
long tradition in manufacturing parts for automotive industry. Over many years and decades the companies
of the automotive value chain have developed a strong
technological base for the production of highly sophisticated automotive parts. Today more than 90% of their
products are exported, primarily to EU markets.
The aluminum joinery value chain on the other hand
is mostly concentrated around Mostar region, where
Aluminij Mostar produces good quality primary aluminum at a good price. The BiH metal construction industry also experienced a significant increase of production in the last decade and the companies within
this value chain were able to respond to many demanding projects in EU.
Presently, the metal sector in the country is characterized by a large number of small companies producing lower value-added products  an environment
which provides great opportunities for foreign investors
to integrate existing primary producers and start production of higher value-added products. There are additionally opportunities to use existing production facilities and capacities to increase production, underlines
the countrys foreign investment agency. Privatization
opportunities are also still available within the sector.
Metal processing industry of the country is mainly located in five regions: South - Mostar Region (Mostar,
Siroki Brijeg, Citluk and Konjic), Central Bosnia - Zenica Region (Zenica, Novi Travnik, Zavidovici, Kakanj

and Zepce), North-West - Banja Luka Region (around
Banja Luka city, Prnjavor and Prijedor), North - Tesanj
Region (Tesanj and Jelah), and North-East - Tuzla Region (Gracanica, Gradacac and Lukavac).
Out of the five regions, Mostar and Zenica are considered to be the most significant, with the Mostar region of
the south part of the country known as the Aluminum
Valley. This is namely because it is home to the company Aluminij Mostar, a large producer of primary aluminum with annual exports over EUR 150 million, over 130
000 tons of primary aluminum and aluminum products.
There are also many small companies mainly focused
on aluminum processing. The Zenica region situated in
central Bosnia is another large metal sector hub. Located there is ArcelorMittal, the largest iron and steel producer in the country with an annual export over EUR 220
million. Metal processing companies in this region use
modern technologies and processes including welding,
laser cutting, machine processing and metal sheet processing (CNC), iron, steel and aluminum castings in their
production of various products.
Market forecasts predict that the metal processing
sector in BiH will continue to be countrys most important industry and export sector in terms of total production and sales, export revenue, number of employed
and its share of GDP. In addition, experts anticipate
continuation of positive revenue and export growth
trends, positive trade balance, and further penetration
into EU and new markets.
Listed below are some of the most prominent players
on the metal processing market in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Aluminij d.d. Mostar
Aluminij d.d. Mostar is a solid stock company with
around 900 employees and an annual export exceeding EUR 150 million. The company was established in
1977 by merging Alumina Factory and Bauxite Mines.
Aluminum Factory also became an integral part of it
after the regular aluminum production start in 1981.
Nowadays, it has an extensive network of business collaborations with some of the worlds most prestigious
names in the aluminum industry.

Source: Aluminij

In mid-2002, the company completed its first major
project of the modernization of the Aluminij facilities. In
this visionary initiative of the new technologies introduction and the production system upgrading, the company invested EUR 150 million, and since then Aluminij can equally compete with the worlds leading producers, despite the destructions caused by the war,
states the company website. Production had also been
increased by 30 percent, while the expenses on consumption of electricity and raw materials were significantly reduced.
The crucial importance of the constant smelter modernization is clearly demonstrated by the fact that before the War in Bosnia and Herzegovina there were
approximately 3400 workers in Aluminij producing 92
000 tons of metal per year, while today 900 of employees produce 130 000 tons of primary aluminum and
aluminum products. The best results of the boldly implemented modernization projects within Aluminij re-

Arcerol Mittal Zenica
Arcelor Mittal Zenica is a leading steel and mining
company, which produces hot rolled products (rebars,
wire rod, mesh, lattice girders, and classic construction
armature) mainly for the Balkan, EU and North African
markets.

viding machining services, heat and surface treatment
services and laboratory services (mechanical, chemical, metallographic testing and calibration of measuring instruments), as well as manufacturing arms, weapons and military equipment. Its production capacity is
500 000 production hours per year.
Organization of factory is instituted in such a way to
provide development, production and quality control of
product on optimal way and pleasure of the buyer,
states BNT-TMiH.
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flected during 2009, 2010 and 2011, when Aluminij survived one of the worlds largest economic and financial
crises, say company representatives.

FAGUS
The FAGUS Company was founded in 1991 in
Maslovare, the municipality of Kotor Varos, Republic
of Srpska, Bosnia and Herzegovina, by investment of
a private capital of the two brothers Branislav and Miroslav Malijevic. At the time it was a plant for primary
wood processing.

Source: Metalna Industrija Prijedor

Source: Arcelor Mittal

Source: Metalna Industrija Prijedor

The company has an industrial presence in 18 countries and is recognized in all major global steel markets
including automotive, construction, household appliances and packaging, with leading research and development and technology, sizeable captive supplies
of raw materials, and outstanding distribution networks.
Its annual production capacity of steel is approximately
113 million tons of crude steel and 62,9 million tones of
iron ore as of 2016. The company has 199 000 employees across 60 countries and has steelmaking operations in 20 countries on four continents, in both developing and developed steel markets.
We have a diversified fleet of production facilities to
make steel, both basic oxygen furnaces and electric
arc furnaces. In a basic oxygen furnace, molten iron
ore is the principal raw material and is mixed with varying quantities of steel scrap and alloys to produce different grades of steel. In an electric arc furnace, recycled steel scrap is melted directly into new steel. About
12% of our steel is made from recycled steel, informs
Arcelor Mittal.

cranes having capacities of up to 100 tons, which allow for the production of large size and heavy constructions. With around 130 employees the capacity
depending on the structure of the product is up to
4000 tons of welded steel constructions and assemblies a year.

Bekto Precisa
Bekto Precisa was established in June 2005 and employs over 400 people with a tendency towards further
development. It is a family company with decades of
business experience in the production of highly sophisticated industrial tools for plastic and non-ferrous metals, as well as a combination of metal-plastic. In sections to that, the company injects positions for auto-,
electrical-, sports-, mechanical and other industries, all
in accordance with the regulations of European standards and requirements of customers.
Using the latest technology, we meet all the requirements of our customers. Superior equipment and qualified employees, guarantee the highest level of quality.
It is recognized in our workshops and targeted investments. The company office building, production facilities and storage areas cover well over 50 000 sq. m,
states Bekto.
BNT-TMiH
The company BNT-TMiH (Machine and Hydraulics
factory) is located in central Bosnia & Herzegovina,
Novi Travnik, 90 km away from Sarajevo. The company is engaged in manufacturing structural metal fabrications and parts, manufacturing lifting, handling and
conveying devices, manufacturing machine tools, pro-

Source: FAGUS

Today, FAGUS is the group consisting of seven independent companies. The FAGUShaus Company is
the member of the FAGUS group continuing more then
70-year-old tradition which is the source of the experience for the production of windows and doors by use
of natural materials. Windows and doors of the highest
quality are produced in modern plants in Banja Luka
employing the largest part of totally 350 employees of
the FAGUS Group. High standards and high quality
are largely due to innovative spirit and improvement
orientation of the company.
FEAL
FEAL has a long tradition in the processing of aluminum and specializes in designing aluminum systems.
Its products are various types of aluminum structures
used in construction and industry.
The products that the company markets are various
types of aluminum structures used in construction and
industry. The development is based solely on creating
a dedicated team of experts that monitors global trends
in design and offer a complete series for the production
of aluminum.
Bearing in mind the dynamic and demanding market
that is constantly changing, we answered with the modern equipment of the plant for aluminum extrusion,
electrostatic powder coating and anodizing anode, as
well as machinery for the processing of aluminum profiles, comments FEAL.

MLM Alutec
Mariborska livarna Maribor is a producer of die-casting tools, aluminum die-casting parts, machined parts
and forged semi products out of copper alloys. It has
around 550 employees and produces about 5632 tons
of die casting parts as well as 630 tons of forgings annually.
With the combining of knowledge about metals and
tools in Mariborska livarna Maribor we successfully fulfill the expectations of our customers in the automotive
and electrical industry, in the industry of white goods in
many enterprises that need semi products made of
copper and its compounds and also in the modern
world more and more indispensable aluminum, writes
MLM on its website.

Metalna Industrija Prijedor
The company was founded in 1957 and since 2001
(following a privatization) it operates as a joint stock
company under the name Metalna Industrija Prijedor.
The primary production is focused on manufacture of
welded steel structures and components of carbon
structural steel in the sectors mechanical engineering,
shipbuilding, hydraulic engineering, civil engineering,
mining and other economic areas.
With 7500 sq. m of specific-purpose production
halls, the production is divided according to stages from sand blasting and cutting to final painting in modern automated painting chambers. There are bridge
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Thyssenkrupp opens escalator
factory in Turkey

IOW BUlGARIA - Solutions for specific
niche markets and variety of industries

Source: Invest in Turkey

Germany’s Thyssenkrupp Elevator opened an escalator production facility in Kocaeli, Turkey, as part
of a EUR 20 million investment. This investment
positions Turkey as a central hub in escalator exports to the region, commented officials from Turkey’s investment agency. „Thyssenkrupp’s investment indicates Turkey’s significance in the eyes of
foreign investors. With an initial annual capacity of
1200 units and initial localization rate of 50% and up
to 90% at later stages, the facility will lessen our
dependency on imports,“ underlined ISPAT President
Arda Ermut during the official opening ceremony.
„Having operated for many years via its sales office
in Turkey, Thyssenkrupp once again demonstrates
its confidence and commitment to Turkey with the
inauguration of this facility. We will not only expand,
but we will also drive other Turkish companies to
grow,“ in turn said Thyssenkrupp Elevator Turkey’s
CEO Turgay Sarli.

Le Belier invests in its Kikinda
manufacturing
The Serbian-French manufacturer of aluminum
castings for the automotive industry Le Belier announced it was investing 6 million euro in the construction of a new factory next to its existing facility
in Kikinda. The company’s director Jean-Sebastien
Ackx noted that another 1,5 million euro are planned
to be further invested in this expansion of the company’s business in Serbia. The new production base
was scheduled to be operational in June. The mechanical processing facility will manufacture aluminum castings and will open a total of 150 new jobs.
The launch of the company’s expanded operations in
the Balkan country coincides with the 15th anniversary since its establishment in the town on Kikinda.
The Serbian-French group’s headquarters are located in France. The company also has divisions in Hungary, China and Mexico. It employs globally around
four thousand workers. Its factories supply the global
automotive industry with brake system components
and aluminum chassis.
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IOW BULGARIA is part of Axel Johnson International, a privately owned Swedish industrial group
of more than 90 companies in 25 countries. The
main activity is organised in four business groups:
Fluid Handling Solutions, Industrial Solutions, Lifting Solutions and Transport Solutions. We offer
engineering solutions and technical components
for specific niche markets and variety of industries.
Our product differentiation covers the diversified
needs of OEMs and Aftermarket customers.
Our partners are worldwide-recognized market
leaders in the fields of Mechanical Engineering,
Construction Equipment, Mining Machines, Agriculture Equipment, Marine Sector, Railway Machines, Material Handling, Truck and Bus Industry, etc. We are providing broad range of spare
parts and stock-availabilities, as well as fully
equipped professional service base, situated in

Sofia, Bulgaria. Among the list, we offer components for usage in many-sided applications: axles, torque convertors, transmissions, drive systems, valves, brakes, pumps, motors, coolers,
couplings and drive shafts, filtration technologies
and others.
IOW Bulgaria is a regional AUTHORIZED SERVICE & PRODUCT centre of DANA SPICER OFFHIGHWAY® and official representative of DANA
BREVINI® (drive and motion technologies).
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Packaging Industry in Bulgaria and Greece
The packaging industry at present is much more powerful and valuable than just
a receptacle. A report done by the market research company Canadean estimated that the growth of the packaging market in European countries between the
years 2014 and 2018 was around 2,1% per year, reaching above 1 billion packaging units. In 2018, flexible packaging in particular was forecasted at 373,56 billion
units, majorly represented by bags and sachets, followed by films. During that
period the main client sector of the packaging industry was food with around 80%
of the market, with bakery and cereal segments representing around 37% of the
demand in 2018. Within Europe, Russia remained the leading consumer of packaging, ahead of Turkey and Germany.
On the other hand, the European demand for rigid plastic packaging sustained
growth of 2,19% to 2,61% per year. The food sector used around 164 billion units
or approximately 56,2%, beverages 42,5% and dairy products 24,7% for the forecast period.
Germany and Russia are generally considered to be the biggest consumers of
packaging in the continent, each with 13% of demand. Germany also reached 37
billion rigid plastic packaging units in 2018 according to Canadean. During the
years before 2018, European countries recorded moderate growth of 1,44 to
1,88% for rigid metal packaging demand. The United Kingdom was the largest
consumer, while Bulgaria set to record the highest CARG - at 12,08% by 2018.
In Southeastern Europe alone, most of the packaging material is imported. In
Moldova and Serbia, there are larger glass factories, while foreign investments in
(re)packaging are to be found in Albania as well as in Croatia due to growing
demand. Besides that, there is a number of smaller packaging production (for
example cartons and wooden boxes) and some re-packing facilities. Investments
in the packaging industry in the region are often realized in energy efficiency mea-

Major Greek Companies
Aktena Syskevasia
Aktena Syskevasia was founded with its current
name in 1994 and has existed in a simpler form 5
years prior to that. It has since been serving at the
highest level the top supermarket and retail chains
and groups in Greece and Southeastern Europe. Its
clients include the most reputable companies in their
field.
The company has its own facilities of over 9000 sq.
m which incorporate open space warehousing for its
products. These are located just off the Central Axis
of Athens-Lavrio Avenue, in proximity to the Athens
International Airport El.Venizelos and just off the Athens Ringroad. As for transport and logistics, the fleet
of trucks involves several sizes of owned trucks, convenient to serve the clients on immediate delivery
basis, as well as a number of internal handling tools
like numerous forklifts, precision and bulk scales and
unloading platforms. Aktena also has its own building of 3 level head offices, which is located on one of
the most central Avenues of Athens City, Vouliagmenis Avenue.
State of the art working spaces and options for
growth are involved in a dynamic space that reflects
the mentality of hard and clever work, states the
company.
Argo
Argo was founded in 1970 initially as an innovative
packaging laboratory serving the pharmaceutical industry. Six years after, the company also started producing plastic bottles and closures for pharmaceuticals. Argo was among the first to develop co-extrusion technology for the production of multilayer bot18
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sures, in carton and wooden box production, in packaging and re-packaging facilities combined with logistic centers, and in PET production.
In Greece, the packaging materials industry is not classified as a separate business sector  instead it is distributed among other business fields, for example
paper products, publishing - printing and graphic arts, plastic - elastic products,
wood - cork and relevant products, metal products and construction and nonmetallic mineral products. The industrial operations on the national market that
involve packaging materials production are included in the food products, agricultural products, beverages, pharmaceuticals - cosmetics, detergents and tobacco
products industries.
In the current article we present some of the most prominent players on the
packaging market in Southeastern Europe, specifically in Greece and Bulgaria.

tles. Later on Argo developed the production of collapsible tubes and sterile eyedroppers. During the
nineties Argo started its geographical market expansion, which included building an extensive sales network, establishing a plant in Romania, and strengthening its position in the North East European market.
Argo also manufactures a wide range of plastic
containers in sizes up to 5l and offers a broad range
of products, such as plastic closures, droppers, vials, bottles, canisters, tubes and dosing systems.
The company meets its customers specific requirements by selecting the appropriate polymer resin and processing equipment from a great available
variety. Argos product line also includes bottles for
syrups, honey, dressings, mayonnaise, single and
multilayer bottles for ketchup and sauces, single and
multilayer bottles for fresh and UHT milk, bottles for
dairy based beverages and others, writes the official website of the company.
Bonaplast
Bonaplast was founded in 1979 as an Ltd company and has been operating as an Inc company since
1988 with the same founders. Its state-of-the-art facilities are located in Markopoulos, in Attika (Merenda district) and they cover a 4000 sq. m area with
staged buildings, on a total area of 15 000 sq. m.
They are located around 25 km away from the centre of Athens and 5 km away from the El. Venizelos
airport.
With coordinated endeavors from all of our partners and many successful management decisions,
the once small company was transformed into a
competitive and notable company, holding a big
share of the high standard product packaging mar-

Source: Bonaplast

ket, using first class material from well known and
approved suppliers from abroad, always with respect
on the nature and the environment, state company
representatives.
Bonaplast is certified with an EN ISO 9001:2008
from TUV AUSTRIA HELLAS for the entire production process, and at the recently created sector of
food packaging its certified with an EN ISO
22000:2005. In the sector of food packaging, the
company has made a dynamic entry by making
package production units in a specially constructed
place, covering every condition provided from the
national and community legislation.
DRUCKFARBEN Hellas
DRUCKFARBEN Hellas Group comprises of a
group of companies with worldwide activities catering
to the ink, coating and energy saving sectors. DF Hellas produces inks for flexography and rotogravure
printing under the DRUCKFARBEN brand name using sub brands for the various applications in the food
packaging, plastic bags, cartons and related products.
In the coatings division it commercializes its decorative and architectural paints products under the
KRAFT PAINTS brand and in the energy saving/external thermal insulation products under the BIOCLIMA brand.
The Group has an important and increasing inter-

El Pack Group
El Pack Group is the largest vertically integrated
group in paper packaging manufacturing and paper
processing & production in Greece. The company
was established in 1986 in Patra. It designs and produces high quality products of primary and secondary packaging from corrugated sheet like: Standard
Carton Boxes (3-layer, 5-layer, open-top etc); Boxes
for Agricultural Fresh Products (Frutobox, Plaform,
Open Top etc); Sheets of Corrugated Board (2-layer, 3-layer, 4-layer, 5-layer); Corrugated Trays &
Wraparounds; Pads & Dividers; Package of Base +
Top type; Special Designs; Display Boxes; Bag-inBox Packaging; Paper Pallets.
Additionally, in its factory of in Damasta, Lamia, El
Pack produces two types of packaging paper: Recycled Liner Paper (Brown/White) in gradations, in
weights from 85-200 gr/m2 and at roll width up to 2,5
m; and Recycled Fluting Paper, for use as a medium
(flute) paper, in weights from 100-175 gr/m2 and at
roll width up to 2,5 m.
ELSA
The company was founded in Piraeus in 1926 and
soon after that became one of the major players in
the metal food packaging industry. Nowadays, ELSA
is a big and modern metal can manufacturing company, with successful activities beyond its national
borders. ELSA is a leading manufacturer of tinplate
cans, cans for foodstuff and other goods, roundshaped drawn cans for fish and ready-to-serve
meals. The company also engages in the manufacture of rectangular drawn cans (dingley) for fish products and their respective easy open ends.
During the last few years in the international metal
packaging industry there have been important investments in the technology for the production of
drawn cans. Keeping pace with these market trends,
ELSA has become a leader in the Greek market for
drawn cans, and is gradually expanding its presence
in international market as well, say company representatives.
Flexopack
Flexopack is one of the major European flexible
packaging manufacturers offering a great variety of

products, with special emphasis in co-extrusion of
barrier and non-barrier films. The company has a
strong technical base in extrusion, bag-making, and
printing. Companys primary market is the food industry. Other markets include the printing/conversion
industry, personal care, medical, and agribusiness
packaging.
The company is located in Koropi Attica, near the
E. Venizelos Athens International Airport. There are
two neighboring plants: The first and older one houses the film extrusion and the R&D center; in the second plant there are the printing, bag making and other conversion facilities. Warehouses are also located in the second plant.
Production and conversion, warehouses, R & D
center, logistics and administration of Flexopack are
housed in two neighboring facilities of 15 000 sq. m.
G-Pack
G-Pack - Gatsos Packaging is a Greek company in
the field of flexible packaging for cosmetics. The firm
possesses various abilities that can provide a solution in every need of flexible packaging.
The company was established in 1999 by executives and engineers with long presence and experience in this field. It is active in the Greek, European
and international markets with a wide range of products and services. The company is certified in accordance with ISO 9001:2000 (BVQI certification), fully
harmonized with the directives of the National Drug
Organization.
Among its main activities are the cosmetics packaging in sachets, refreshing tissues and couvert. Gpack is properly equipped with first rate mechanical
machinery and is in the position to design, develop
and manufacture every necessary machine and fitting, that will satisfy even the most demanding and
complex packaging needs.
Hatzopoulos
Hatzopoulos is located in the Macedonian region
of Northern Greece and operates two production facilities in the outskirts of the city of Thessaloniki.
Since 1991 the company has been exporting 50% of
the Greek annual production to France, Serbia, Germany, Ukraine, United Kingdom, Romania, Cyprus,
Bulgaria, Poland, Belgium, Holland, FYROM and
many other countries.
Hatzopoulos is presently serving many brands
throughout Europe, including Fritolay, PepsiCo, Nestle, Kraft Foods, Sara Lee, Parmalat, Bic and Multifoam among others. The companys plant in Kalohori provides a state-of-the-art sanitary production
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national presence in Eastern and Central Europe
through subsidiaries in Bulgaria, Romania, Serbia,
Cyprus, and through representatives in Malta, Turkey, Tunisia, Lebanon, Hungary, Slovenia, Croatia,
Albania and Western and North Africa, Israel and the
Gulf countries.

Source: Hatzopoulos

environment. The plant was constructed with special
materials and incorporates automated systems that
filter and control airflow, temperature and relative humidity. Double doors, air curtains and air showers
prevent insects and dust particles from entering the
production areas.
Kotronis Plastics
Kotronis Plastics has been on the market since
1971 as a medium-sized family business based in
Malamata, Fokida, near to the city of Nafpaktos. The
company operates exclusively in the manufacturing
of plastic containers and caps suitable for food packaging.
With a half a century of experience in the field of
manufacturing food packaging, we have been using
injection molding machines, while over the last decade we have been specialized in decorating products with polypropylene (PP) labels by using In-MoldLabeling (IML) technology, writes the firms official
website.
Mornos
Mornos was established by the acquisition of company APCO, which was the first Greek packaging
materials manufacturer for flexible and rigid packaging in the 1950's.
APCO played a prominent role in the packaging
materials production field till the end of 1970s,
thanks to the co-operation with the well-known at that
time manufacturers, like Akerlund und Rausing, Sengewald. Since then the company has used cuttingedge technologies for plastics processing; in the
past that included flexography, rotogravure, lamination, thermoforming.
The company states that it offers high added value packaging solutions according to its partners
demands, more than 25 years of experience in rigid, flexible and paper packaging, as well as co-development and product optimization services using
state-of-the-art machinery and conversion technology.
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Pairis Pack
The manufacturing facilities of Pairis Pack are located in an area of 24 000 sq. m in Gorytsa district in
Aspropyrgos of Attica. Companys production line is
focused in a couple of segments.
For ice-cream and the dairy industry, as well as the
production of olive oil and margarine Pairis Pack is
producing containers of various shapes and capacities with dry offset branding, containers with IML, paper containers, twin compartment containers for
product and childrens presents, containers with
sleeve external printing, film OPP single or double
laminates, shrink film, cold seal application pattern
or full, carton boxes, promotional carton boxes and
etc.
The needs of bakery, biscuit and puff pastry Pairis
Pack satisfies with film PP or PE, CAST PP film
printed and unprinted, cast bags with wicket, film
PP/AL/PP, promotional paper boxes, paper boxes,
barrier film printed and unprinted, paper boxes, promotional paper boxes. Product range of the company also includes packaging for the beverage,
brewery, water and juice industries, chocolate,
snack, coffee and baby food industries, frozen vegetable and fish Industries, pasta, legume and rice
industries and etc.
Viokyt - Dunapack
The company under the name Viokyt was founded in 1973 for the purpose of making corrugated
cardboard cartons. In 1980 it was transferred to different premises in Acharnes, Attica, and in 2000
started operating from in its new state-of-the-art facilities in Schimatari, Viotia. Significant investments
in equipment and know-how contributed to the creation of an advanced production unit, following several milestones: New five-color boxing unit with the
possibility of water coating or UV lamination; New
seven-color boxing unit with the possibility of water
coatings or UV lamination; New six-color sheet digital printer.

Tsimis
Tsimis is a leading Greek manufacturer of flexible
packaging materials with a large domestic market
share and increasing international exports. The company has been active since 1960 and has been the
first to print flexible packaging materials in Greece.

Source: Tsimis

Its technical capabilities include photogravure printing of up to 10 colors, hot melt and cold-seal coating,
lamination with solvent free and solvent based adhesives and production of shrinkable bottle sleeves.
Since 1997 the company has been operating a
modern factory in Central Greece (in Lamia Industrial Zone) and since 2018 - a second state-of-the-art
plant with a new autonomous line of production and
brand new machinery. Both are certified according
to ISO 9001/2008, ISO 22000/2005, FSSC 22000
and are in alignment with the ISO 14001. The company keeps on investing, increasing productivity and
widening the range of its products.

Major Bulgarian companies
Babanovi
Babanovi was established in 2000 with head offices in Stara Zagora. For its 12 years of experience in
the manufacturing of carton and cardboard packaging the company managed to establish itself successfully on the Bulgarian market. The company designs and manufactures packaging products made
of 3- and 5-layer cardboard  slot and stamped transport packages and carton boxes with and without
print, masked packages, as well as custom-made
luxury packages.

only the best solutions to its clients, informs the
company.
Chaika offers a wide range of services which cover
the entire process of creating quality products with
different functions  from artistic design to producing
goods of paper, cardboard, corrugated board and micro corrugated board. The firms production abilities
allow customers to choose the best solutions for their
businesses. The design and functionality of the packaging are entirely tailored to the specifics of each
product, thus ensuring its successful market positioning. The companys long-term experience guarantees quality of production and punctuality shown to
each client.
Drujba Glassworks
Drujba Glassworks is a member of YIOULA Group
and has its production facilities in Sofia and Plovdiv.
It is a leading manufacturer of glass containers both
in Bulgaria and on the Balkan Peninsula. As a successor of Stind SA Sofia and Drujba SA Plovdiv, the
company has inherited the tradition and professionalism in glass-manufacturing dating back to 1931.
What Drujba Glassworks is nowadays originates
from the strategic decision of YIOULA Glassworks,
Greece, in 1997, to invest in glass-manufacturing in
Bulgaria. This decision has resulted into the commissioning, in cooperation with leading suppliers for
the glass industry, of two new, modern glass-manufacturing plants, said company officials.
Within one decade a new glass-melting furnace,
designed by SORG GmbH Germany, was commissioned at the Sofia site, equipped with up-to-date
highly-productive manufacturing lines, control devices and well-trained personnel; one of the workshops
in Plovdiv was completely renovated; a new production facility  ranking fourth by capacity in Europe,
was launched in operation at the Plovdiv site. The
renovation and investment in the company equipment and capabilities is an on-going process, adds
the company website.
Dunapak Rodina
Dunapack Rodina JSC is a leading producer of corrugated board and packaging, part of the Austrian
holding company Prinzhorn Holding. As such it provides high quality and innovative packaging solutions. In its production state-of-the art technology and
fully recyclable and biodegradable materials are
used.

Source: Viokyt - Dunapack

Later in 2016 Dunapack Packaging, a subsidiary
of Austrian Prinzhorn Holding with 6600 employees,
and with a leading position and presence in 16 Central and Eastern European countries, acquired 100%
of the shares of Viokyt.
In the second half of 2017, a new investment plan
was set to be completed by the end of the first half of
2018. It included the expansion of the building facilities, the installation of a new carton making machine
and new production units capable of water coatings
or UV lamination.
Viokyt, with its existing equipment, continuous investment and human resources, is now considered
a leading corporation in the corrugated packaging
industry in Europe, and is now able to meet the packaging needs of the majority of its customers, comments the company.
20
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Babanovi has its own administrative and industrial
building spanning 3000 sq. m, located in the industrial area of Stara Zagora, as well as a auto fleet,
providing service to the manufacturing process and
the clients.
Source: Dunapak Rodina

Chaika
Chaika is a family factory established 90 years
ago and handed down from generation to generation. Chaika exists since that time when the term
know-how was described by the simple but meaningful phrase to know and to be able to achieve.
Thanks to its rich history the company is familiar
with the details of the Bulgarian market and it offers

Some of the main customers of the company are
leading Bulgarian and international producers, export-oriented companies and industry leaders in Bulgaria.
Prinzhorn Holding owns 7 paper mills and 18 corrugated plants in Germany, Austria, Poland, Hungary, Romania, Ukraine, Croatia, Greece, Turkey and
Bulgaria. Nearly 6600 people are employed at its lo-
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cations all over Europe of which more than 200 are
employed at Dunapack Rodina JSC in Bulgaria.
EngView
EngView Systems is a software company that specializes in the development of packaging CAD/CAM
systems and solutions for the measurement and aluminum extrusion industries. The company was
formed in 1999 with the aim of deploying innovative
technologies in solving practical engineering problems. After a brisk start, it took the company only a
couple of years to rise to a leading global position as
a provider of packaging and POP/POS displays software. Simultaneously, the company had started expanding its expertise in developing solutions for machine-part recognition and inventory search for aluminum extruders.
EngView Systemss business strategy is directed
to the areas of packaging and POP/POS displays
software, profile geometry-based measurement and
quality control, and inventory auditing for the aluminum extrusion sector, explain EngView representatives.
Gotmar
Gotmar is a privately owned Bulgarian company,
specializing in the processing of thermoplastics. The
company was founded in 1992 in the town of
Saedinenie, Plovdiv County.
The main activities of Gotmar are the production of
preforms from polyethylene terephthalate (PET),
production of caps and handles from Polypropylene
(PP) and polyethylene (PE), manufacturing of products from thermoplastic polymers through injection
moulding method, production of packaging for the
perfumery and cosmetics industries, manufacturing
of moulds.

Source: Gotmar

We offer complex packaging solutions  from the
design and manufacturing of moulds to the production of a finished product, writes the corporate website of Gotmar.
According to the company, since it was established
it has been led by the principle to get better at meeting the needs of its customers.
To achieve it, we constantly improve the quality of
our products; we strive to maintain a flexible pricing
policy and make timely deliveries. Continuous improvement is possible thanks to our highly qualified
and motivated employees, who are ready to put all
your ideas to practice. Our employees are the companys most important asset, adds the company.
KAM - 919
KAM - 919 was established in 1991 as a juridical
identification ET (sole trader). In 1996 it was registered as Ltd and it is 100 % private property. KAM 919 Ltd is one of the first private companies in the
Bulgarian branch of cellulose and paper production.
Its headquarters are situated on the main Southern
exit of district Komatevo (district Komatevo, Plovdiv),
22
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side road Sofia  Pamporovo near the biggest Market Place for fruits and vegetables in Southern Bulgaria  stock market Parvenetz. The good geographical location and well-built transport infrastructure assists extremely well in attracting new customers,
claims the company.

Source: KAM - 919

The company activity is situated on a main platform which is a total of 10,8 decares. 5,7 decares of
that are occupied by production buildings, store
buildings and an administrative building. The company uses its own funds for improving production,
introducing new technology and increasing all staff
qualifications. During 2016 there were 123 workers
and employees in KAM - 919.
The effective manufacture management and large
machinery possibilities present us with an opportunity to manufacture 800/900 tons of pasteboard on average by month, and fulfill orders for 4/5 workdays,
states the company. If it is necessary, orders could
be fulfilled for 24 hours, add representatives. In the
last years the company saw an increase of requests
for high quality packages made of pasteboard and
this facilitates sales of production. Therefore it continues improving and modernizing, implementing
new systems, and increasing worker and management qualification with the help of specialized software.
HEROSS
Heross was founded more than 30 years ago and
is nowadays one of the established manufacturers
of both omnia and twist-off jar caps in Bulgaria.
Thanks to the modern, cutting edge technology implemented in the production, the company has been
developing and expanding the range of its products
as well as improving the product quality.
The high quality of the products we offer is guaranteed by the raw stuff and materials supplied by
leading European companies, says Heross.
In addition, another company asset is its highly experienced and qualified staff that has been working
in the field for quite a long time. According to the
company, that is the reason why they have been able
to meet any requirements on the part of its clients.
Heross offers a wide selection of twist-off jar caps
of different size, color and lithography prints. The
company specializes in producing caps twist-off in
sizes 89/100/110 mm.
Poligroup
Poligroup Ltd. was established in 1999 and its main
activity is producing polyethylene films and packaging which are used in agriculture, marketing, construction and industry. The main products that it produces are polyethylene films, polyethylene bags,
shrink films, stretch films, packaging, garbage bags
etc.
Over the last few years Poligroup has focused on
manufacturing products from recycled materials,

thus reducing the volume of the disposed wastes
through their utilization for the production needs,
therefore positively impacting environmental protection.
To meet the increasing demand and market development the company is investing in the purchase of
new machines and technologies as well as extending the production and warehouse areas. It successfully implemented two project under the Operational
programme Development of the Competitiveness of
the Bulgarian Economy and the commissioned
three new lines.
We keep fulfilling our plan for overall renovation of
the machinery and equipment in our factory. We
strive to justify our customers trust and expectations
by professionally satisfying their needs and requirements, informs the company on its corporate website. Owing to the excellent quality we offer at competitive prices, flexible terms of production, terms of
delivery and service provided by highly qualified and
motivated employees, Poligroup Ltd. wins leading
positions in the internal and international markets.
Tallpack
13 years after the establishment of Tallpack International in The Netherlands, its subsidiary Tallpack
Bulgaria was found. Since 2011 Tallpack, part of
Tallgroup, offers a wide range of solutions for internal transportation, pallet transportation and handling
and packaging systems. Its main activities include
the design, supply and maintenance of strapping
machines, palletizing, pallet wrapping machines,
bagging/bag filling, stretch hood and associated peripheral equipment and materials. In addition, service and maintenance management is a core activity
of Tallpack Bulgaria.
The company warehouse and main office are located in Stara Zagora. They are supported by the
sales managers, traveling the territory of the country
to reach every production destination.
Since the founding in 1998 Tallgroup is active in
the field of materials handling, internal transport and
pallet handling, packaging systems. Its core activities are the design, supply and maintenance of strapping machines, pallet wrapping machines, bag filling
equipment stretch hood machines, transport systems
together with their associated peripheral equipment
and materials mentioned.
Unipack-V
Unipack-V was established in 1997 with main business activity  the production of corrugated packaging in all its variations. Much of the company production of packages is by individual project fully compliant to the needs of the customers.
We pay great attention from the very beginning,
starting with the conceptual design, configuration
of the package, its design and not last but not least
the print. Key priorities are the time and quality of
the manufactured packaging and the competitive
prices. These things taken all in to count allow us
to occupy a stable position in the market as an established manufacturer of corrugated packaging
and cardboard with nearly twenty years of experience and achievements in the industry, says Unipack-V.
The company produces a wide range of packaging
such as standard type boxes, die cut packaging,
large dimensions packaging, transport pallets from
corrugated cardboard, packages by individual design, as well as nonstandard packages.

SEE ENERGY

Transgaz and Eustream signed an agreement
on the development of Eaststring
The General Manager from the Transgaz National Gas Transport Company - Ion
Sterian and Rastislav Nukovic, General Manager of Eustream, announced the signing of a memorandum of understanding regarding the development of the Eastring
gas transport corridor on the two countries territories, according to a press release of
Transgaz sent to the Bucharest Stock Exchange (BVB).
Eastring is a project for the construction of a transport corridor through the territories of Slovakia, Hungary, Romania, and Bulgaria, providing an opportunity for bidirectional supplies of natural gas from alternative sources. By signing the agreement the parties also express their readiness for the joint cooperation with other
transport systems operators in other partners counties (in view of investigating the
possibilities for developing Eastring on Romanian and Slovakian territories).
Transgazs general manager expressed his confidence that Eustreams openness
to collaboration with the company will yield favorable outcomes in terms of regional
cooperation by facilitating the proper conditions for the integration of the gas networks. Mr. Ion Sterian underscored the positive perception and appreciation the
Slovakian partners enjoy in Romania and expressed his confidence that the openness manifested by Eustream a.s. in developing the collaboration relation with SNTGN Transgaz SA will yield positive results, by creating and harmonizing the conditions for the development and integration of transport networks in the natural gas
domain and in the energy domain in general.
The Slovak peers highlighted the joint objective to increase the safety of supply at
the European level and the need to have a solid base for further achievements to be
made by the gas transmission system operators of Slovakia and Romania. Mr. Ion
Sterians vision, the approachement between Transgaz and Eustream will facilitate

Source: Eustream

the technological expertise exchanges in domains such as design and research,
operation and development of transport systems, the dispatching of natural gas, the
pipelines maintenance, the implementation and modernization of SCADA, the transposition of the EU legislation and regulations in the energy field, the release further
reads.

Trans Adriatic Pipeline gas project receives up to
EUR 500 million financing
The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD)s board of directors has approved a loan of up to 500 million Euros for the Trans-Adriatic Pipeline
(TAP) gas project at a meeting in London. The 4,5 billion euro TAP project is the final
leg of Southern Gas Corridor to transport gas from Caspian region, central Asia to
western Europe by 2020. After passing under the Adriatic Sea, it will end in southern
Italy.
The Southern Gas Corridor value chain has a total estimated cost of USD 40 billion
and includes gas infrastructure investments into a 3500-kilometre network of pipelines
crossing six countries. The key components are the Shah Deniz offshore gas field in
Azerbaijan, the Southern Caucasus Pipeline in Azerbaijan and Georgia, TANAP in
Turkey and TAP. The inauguration of TANAP took place in June in Turkey.
With an initial annual capacity of 10 billion cubic meters  equivalent to the energy
consumption of approximately seven million households in Europe  the pipeline will
make a significant contribution to the diversification of Europes energy supply.
The European Investment Banks Board earlier this year approved TAPs eligibility for
a EUR 1,5 billion loan, and further contributions from the export credit agencies of
France, Germany and Italy are currently under consideration. The EBRD said the pipeline will make a significant contribution to the diversification of Europes energy supply
At the start point in Turkey TAP will connect to the Trans Anatolian Pipeline
(TANAP) for which the EBRD approved a USD 500 million loan last October. At the
end point in Italy TAP will connect to the Italian natural gas network and from there
with wider European networks.

Source: Trans Adriatic Pipeline

TAP has been designed in accordance with good international practices, encompassing route selection, completion of environmental and social impact assessments,
the implementation of robust contractor management controls and ongoing engagement and dialogue with the local population. This includes national environmental
requirements, relevant EU legislation and EBRD performance requirements under
its Environmental and Social Policy. The Bank will continue to monitor the project
during construction and operations to ensure the continued compliance with these
commitments.
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